Denver Emissions
DENVER 2018 GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORY

EMISSIONS SUMMARY
●

●

●

The 80x50 Climate Action Plan summarizes Denver’s Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) inventory process using the Global Protocol for
Community-Scale (GPC) GHG Emission Inventories methodology.
Denver’s inventory focuses on the three most frequently occurring
GHG’s: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrogen oxide
(N2O).
Emissions can be divided into two areas of control:
○
Core or direct emissions are within the city’s boundary and/or
are more directly controlled by the city (buildings,
transportation, street lights, waste).
○
Upstream or indirect emissions are outside of the city’s
boundary but are used by people and businesses (airline
fuel, cement, food, etc.).

MITIGATION TOPIC AREAS
BUILDINGS
Commercial,
multi-family, and
industrial
HOMES
Single family homes,
townhomes, and
some condo buildings
ELECTRICITY
SUPPLY
Xcel Energy supplied
electricity to
buildings and homes

TRANSPORTATION
High
● On-Road
to
low
Transportation
CO2e
● Aviation
● Rail and Light Rail
● Off-Road Vehicles
and Equipment
● Transit
CONSUMPTION/
WASTE
● Food
● Cement
● Waste
● Refrigerants
● Water Delivery
● Wastewater

High
to low
CO2e
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Denver Emissions

Denver 80x50 Climate Action Plan General Strategies

CURRENT GOALS
GHGs
80%

2050: 80% reduction
in Greenhouse Gas
emissions

● Be a leader in clean and local energy
● Transform buildings into
high-performing places
● Inspire action and ensure equity and
affordability
● Transform transportation by walking
biking, taking transit, carpooling, and
using carbon free vehicles

Denver 80x50 Stakeholder Report - Pathway of Reductions by 2050

EMISSIONS TRENDS
● Total emissions dropped around 13%
from 2005 to 2017.
● Reduction in emissions is primarily from
Xcel Energy’s electricity grid getting
cleaner.
● Since buildings consume the most
electricity, that sector has had the
biggest drop in emissions due to the
cleaner grid.
● Direct emissions (primarily from natural
gas in buildings and on road vehicles)
have not reduced from 2005 to 2017.
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